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ALEXANDER HAMILTON: STILL
RELEVANT AFTER TWO CENTURIES
A Tony Award-winning Broadway play,
Hamilton, has wooed theatregoers and critics
alike with Alexander Hamilton, the man and
his battles, presented in hip hop form. What
was he seeking to achieve as a Founding Father
and later as Treasury Secretary of the United
States? We focus on his ideas and argue
that Hamilton remains relevant to modern
economic policy and institutions.
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SATELLITES: WHAT GOES AROUND
MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND
Next time you gaze up at the stars at night,
remember that just above you, more than
500,000 man-made objects circle the
Earth at 17,000 miles per hour (faster than a
speeding bullet). Most of these are vestiges of
old satellites. Today, there are almost 1,400
active satellites orbiting the Earth.
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THE RISE OF THE THREE-BALL:
BASKETBALL’S THREE-POINT SHOT
AND WHY IT TOOK SO LONG TO
CATCH ON
In 1979, the National Basketball Association
(NBA) debuted the three-point line. Early on,
most three-point attempts were last-second
heaves toward the hoop rather than strategic
scoring attempts. By 2016, NBA teams shot
nearly 30 three-pointers per game. What
explains the rise in popularity of the longrange jumper and why did it take so long?

10

RETAIL THERAPY: DEPARTMENT
STORE WOES AND THE FUTURE OF
RETAIL
Big department stores stocked with shelves
of expensive inventory once dominated retail.
Today, the traditional “big box” department
store business model is on thin ice as a
growing share of purchases occur online or in
smaller stores. We think through the problems
confronting the mall mainstays and offer up
visions of retail’s future.
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Alexander Hamilton:

Still Relevant After Two Centuries
2016: NEW YORK CITY

«WHEN IT CAME TO THE
PARALLEL ECONOMIC
UPHEAVALS OF THE PERIOD,
HAMILTON WAS AN AMERICAN
PROPHET WITHOUT PEER.»

T

heatregoers take their seats at the Richard Rogers Theater on
Broadway, ecstatic to see the cultural phenomenon that has
gripped the United States. From the lottery ticket-winning college
students to Presidential candidates of the United States, thousands
have lined up to see Lin-Manuel Miranda’s Tony Award-winning hiphop musical, Hamilton.

young age but his intellect propelled him to the American colonies to
pursue a higher education. After a few years of study at King’s College (Columbia University) in New York, the call of battle proved
too tempting. Hamilton was a skillful soldier and served in many key
Revolutionary War battles, including the Battle of Yorktown. However, Hamilton’s real rise to the top occured when George Washington
hired him as an aide. At Washington’s side, Hamilton helped organize
the war effort while fighting in it.

The namesake of the musical, Alexander Hamilton, was one of America’s Founding Fathers, as well as its first Treasury Secretary. It has
been said that “when it came to the parallel economic upheavals of the
period, Hamilton was an American prophet without peer.”1
As it turns out, Hamilton’s economic ideas remain relevant to investors, financial markets and economic policy even today. Here we look
at Hamilton’s key battles and the lessons we can learn from the work
he did hundreds of years ago. Hamilton’s visions for public finance,
his understanding of the relationship between credit provision and
economic growth, and his aspirations for a central bank all proved
prescient.

After the war I went back to New York
Af….After the war I went back to New York
-Hamilton, The Musical
After the war, President George Washington’s first task was to assemble a cabinet. Washington approached a Philadelphia merchant
who had provided credit to the revolution, Robert Morris. While
he declined the job as Treasury Secretary, he suggested that Colonel

1776: NEW YORK CITY
Alexander Hamilton was born on Nevis in 1755 and raised on St.
Croix—two small islands in the Caribbean. He was orphaned at a
fig. 1

IN 1789, HAMILTON'S TREASURY DEPARTMENT WAS BY FAR THE LARGEST GOVERNMENT BUREAUCRACY OF
THE TIME. IS IT ANY WONDER HE ATTRACTED POLITICAL FOES?
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IF HAMILTON HAD A DEBT PROBLEM, IMAGINE WHAT FUTURE TREASURY SECRETARIES FACED
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Hamilton would be a great choice instead. When not dodging bullets
fired by the Red Coats, Hamilton read economics texts he had stuffed
in his satchel.2 For a man whose ideas came so quickly that he didn’t
bother to dot his “I”s or cross his “T”s, Hamilton set to work on the
foundation for what is today the largest economy in the world.3

«WHEN NOT DODGING
BULLETS FIRED BY THE RED
COATS, HAMILTON READ
ECONOMICS TEXTS HE HAD
STUFFED IN HIS SATCHEL.»

SECRETARY HAMILTON...YOU HAVE THE FLOOR

and prosperity of the United States” and knew that “exigencies
are to be expected to occur, in the affairs of nations, in which there will
be a necessity for borrowing.”5

If we assume the debts, the union gets
A new line of credit, a financial diuretic
How do you not get it? If we’re aggressive and competitive
The union gets a boost. You’d rather give it a sedative?
-Hamilton, The Musical

During the American Revolution, the cash-strapped American colonies, operating with neither a Treasury to issue debt nor a central
bank to print money, had printed up IOUs to pay war veterans in
lieu of cash payments. With no prospect of quick repayment, the ever
present need for money caused a secondary market for the IOUs to
spring up. War veterans sold their IOUs to speculators for “as little as
15 cents to the dollar.”5

As the leader of the Treasury Department, Hamilton was one of three
members of the first Presidential Cabinet, which gave him considerable influence (see Figure 1 on previous page). Ten days after his confirmation, Congress required a report on public credit—with a deadline
of three months. Hamilton did not just provide a report on public
credit, he laid the foundations for the United States Treasury bond
to become the safest asset in the world in a 40,000 word document.4

When it came time to settle war debts, would the speculators receive
the full par value (100 cents on the dollar) of the claims they’d purchased on the cheap? Or would the government only pay the depreciated market value (15 cents on the dollar)? To ensure US creditworthiness, Hamilton wanted to pay back all the IOUs at par value.
However, the decision to reward speculators instead of the original
holders of IOUs was rife with objections, not least because of the

Hamilton faced a pressing issue. The debts that this young nation accumulated fighting a global superpower had to be paid off.
Hamilton believed that “an adequate provision for the support
of the Public Credit, is a matter of high importance to the honor
2
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amount of debt to be repaid. With $54 million in national debt, $25
million in state debt, and $4.5 million of interest in arrears, the nascent nation had a problem to solve (see Figure 2 on previous page).6

At the time, the only source of government revenue was custom duties. The states that had paid their debts were unwilling to take on the
burden of other, heavily-indebted states. The modern version of this
drama is playing out in the European Union. However, the only reason Hamilton was successful was that America, unlike Europe, was a
political union first and foremost.

James Madison, who would go on to be the fourth President of the
United States, vehemently opposed allowing speculators to profit at
the expense of war veterans. Hamilton countered this opposition,
writing in his report that “it is a breach of contract; in violation of
the rights of a fair purchaser” and “ruinous to public credit” to find
and pay the war veterans their face value before paying the speculators. As a result, in the 18th century, Hamilton established “the legal
and moral basis for securities trading in America.”7 If such a sovereign
debt drama seems distant, cast your mind to the recent debt-related
imbroglio in Argentina.

While today the idea of sovereign debt and the trading of that debt
seems conventional, Hamilton was hit with a lot of opposition. His
biggest problem was that his ideas reminded the Founding Fathers
too much of the financial system of the country they had just defeated:
Great Britain. It did not help that the next big piece of his plan was to
model a US national bank after the Bank of England.

FED CHAIR HAMILTON?

Hamilton also wanted to assume all thirteen states’ debts under the
federal government. He knew that in order to further establish the
creditworthiness of the US, having different debts of different colonies making payments to their respective creditors was too complex.
He realized that not only would a federal debt align the interests of
bondholders with the federal government, it would also make repayment easier. He also understood that a well functioning debt market
would be key to financing the government, should a need arise.

Hamilton, never one to do half measures, kept pushing ahead his policy agenda. His next report to Congress was the aptly named Report on
the Bank. He claimed that the United States needed a national bank
which would be “of primary importance to the prosperous administration of the Finances, and would be of the greatest utility in the
operations connected with the support of the Public Credit.”7 Unlike
Jefferson, who believed that the government “would remain virtuous
for many centuries as long as [it] is chiefly agricultural,” Hamilton
believed that “enterprise is our element” and wanted entrepreneurs to
succeed in this new country.8

Ooh, if the shoe fits, wear it
If New York’s in debt—
Why should Virginia bear it?
-Hamilton, The Musical

Jefferson, on the other hand, called business “an infinity of successive
felonious larcenies” and he and Madison had “a nearly visceral con3

Ultimately, Hamilton’s national bank was so popular that the shares
sold rapidly at its IPO.17 Although the tale of the national bank in

tempt for market values and tended to denigrate commerce as grubby,
parasitic, and degrading.”9

the US had its ups and downs in the decades after Hamilton, the US
Federal Reserve, founded in 1913, and heralded today as the world’s
foremost central bank, had Hamilton’s early attempts to thank.

For Hamilton, it was “a fact well understood that public banks have
found admission and patronage among the principal and most enlightened commercial nations.”10 Without banks there could not be
commerce.

AHEAD OF HIS TIME

The eminent economist Arnold Kling summarized the issue well, saying that, “Financial intermediation allows people to trade across time
[emphasis ours].”11 Entrepreneurs need time to gather resources and
produce goods—but meanwhile they need to pay for inputs and the
labor associated with production long before they ever sell anything.

In a moment immortalized by a “Got Milk?” commercial, Alexander
Hamilton died at 49 in a duel with his friend and later political rival,
Aaron Burr. Hamilton might smile fondly today upon discovering
that US Treasury bonds have become the de-facto safest asset in the
world, given the depth, liquidity and credit quality of the US Federal
Government. Hamilton might also enjoy seeing the rise of financial
intermediation and the role of a lender of last resort (central banks)
in the growth of commerce not only in the US, but around the world.

Borrowers do not want “to repay loans suddenly at the whim of the
lender.”12 Imagine you are researching the latest idea you have for a
new electric vehicle and suddenly the bank asks you to liquidate all of
your equipment and pay them back for the loan.

While theatregoers may cheer the rhythm and rhyme of Hamilton’s
battles with Jefferson (and Aaron Burr), through Hamilton’s words
we hear the faint echo of what became the modern financial system.

But who can provide such money and have the patience to wait for
repayment? Savers. With only one problem: “As savers, we want our
funds to be immediately available should we suddenly need them.”13
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The immigrant emerges with unprecedented financial
power
A system he can shape however he wants
The Virginians emerge with the nation’s capital
And here’s the pièce de résistance...
-Hamilton, The Musical
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The Rise of the Three-ball:
Basketball's Three-Point Shot
and Why it Took So Long to Catch on

I

n 1979, the National Basketball Association (NBA) made a
dramatic change. The League instituted a three-point line—a
black arc 23.75 feet (7.24m) away from the basket.1 Scoring a “bucket”
from behind that line earned three points instead of the usual two.
During the debut 1979-80 season, only three out of every 100 shots
were three-point attempts. The three-point shot was an oddity, a
sideshow, a little-used gimmick.

egy, but only of late. Why hadn’t teams exploited this strategy before?
To see why we need to go beyond basic math. We can blame established interests, lack of competition and the difficulties of challenging
the conventional wisdom for the slow adoption of the three-ball.

«IF A PLAYER CAN MAKE
THREES AT A RELIABLY
HIGH RATE, A THREE-POINT
STRATEGY MAKES SENSE.
TEAMS SEEM TO HAVE
EMBRACED THE STRATEGY,
BUT ONLY OF LATE. WHY
HADN’T TEAMS EXPLOITED
THIS STRATEGY BEFORE? »

By 2015, three of ten shots in the NBA were three-pointers. Much of
the dramatic increase occurred during the last few seasons (See Figure
1). Stephen Curry, a guard for the Golden State Warriors, epitomizes
the trend. Of his 1,598 shot attempts during the 2015-16 regular season, 886 were three-pointers. Of the three-point attempts, he made
402 of them—or nearly 50%.
Crazy at it seems, shooting “the three-ball” makes sense for Curry. His
strategy has yielded more points per shot attempt (1.2) than the most
famous big man of all-time, Shaquille O’Neal (1.1).2 Shaq dominated

“WE HAVE A BALL AND A BASKET: WHY DON’T WE
CALL IT BASKETBALL?”

the NBA for much of the 2000s with his towering 7’1” frame, but he
struggled from the free throw line, putting Curry ahead.

To understand the game today it is helpful to go back to the beginning.
The game of basketball debuted in America on a rainy day in 1891
at a YMCA gym in Springfield, Massachusetts. Dr. James Naismith

In short, if a player can make threes at a reliably high rate, a threepoint strategy makes sense. Teams seem to have embraced the stratfig. 1

B-BALL EVOLUTION: THE THREE-BALL OCCUPIES A GREATER
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rocketed. Last year, the average NBA game saw 204 points scored—
jump shot and all.

walked into the gymnasium for his physical education class, nailed a
peach basket to the wall up 10 feet above the floor and defined the
original 13 rules of the game.”3 Those original rules dictated that each
“bucket” earned just one point (no three-pointers!). When prompted
to name the new game, Naismith remarked, “We have a ball and a
basket: why don’t we call it basket ball?”

Despite protestations against the jumper, a slow but steady adoption
occurred during the years leading up to World War II. In a final stroke
of luck, it may have been World War II that set the game of basketball
on fire, bringing players from all over the country together. Soldiers
would “shoot hoops” in their downtime. The mixing of styles meant
that “the jumper” was no longer an isolated technique confined for use
at a basket nailed to a dusty barn out in the country.

Basket ball spread across North America via physical education instructors at YMCAs. Players were taught to shoot with two hands
on the ball, “feet nailed to the floor, metaphorically only because the
law didn’t allow coaches to take a hammer out on the court.”4 The “set
shots” were the time-honored, proven, textbook way to play the game
for decades.

DID YOU KNOW?
The 1979-80 NBA season was historic for two
other reasons besides the inauguration of the
three-point line: Larry Bird and Magic Johnson
made their NBA debuts that year. In his first
season, Magic attempted 31 three-pointers,
making seven. That’s his total for the entire season.
Bird, always known more as a shooter than Magic,
attempted 143 three-pointers, making 58. While
Magic and Bird transformed the League, the third
newcomer that year—the three-point shot—took
much longer to impact the game.

LONG BEFORE THE THREE-BALL THERE WAS THE
HATED JUMP SHOT
Long before the three-point shot, another innovation upended the
game of basketball: the jump shot. Instead of shooting “set shots” with
feet firmly planted on the floor, some players began to experiment
with shooting the ball with their feet rising off the court: a jumper or
jump shot as it came to be known.
Originally viewed as “something of a gimmick” after its invention in
the 1930s, a man named John Cooper popularized the novel idea: after all, who would think of shooting and jumping, at the same time?
Of his first shot Cooper said, “My feet left the hardcourt surface, and
it felt good. It was free and natural, and I knew I had discovered something.”5

It took almost 60 years after the creation of the game, but the jump
shot became a common tool in the player arsenal. The initial disgust
among the sport’s cognoscenti, the slow adoption, and the lucky happenings which took the jump shot to new heights in many ways prefigured what would occur half a century later with the three-pointer.
First, though, basketball needed a three-point line.

Cooper’s innovation was met with vitriol from players, coaches and
sports writers. While “the jumper” did not violate the rules of the
game, predictably, Cooper’s college coach at the University of Missouri frowned at the shot and sent Cooper to the bench. Teammates
were confused by the shot and reluctant or unable to replicate it.

COMPETITION BREEDS CHANGE

Forrest “Phog” Allen, a student of Dr. Naismith, “spoke about the
unfairness of the shot.” As these naysayers saw it, “the jump shot...
require[d] no team effort. Just a guy who can jump and shoot with
made-in-a-laboratory accuracy. It [drove] basketball’s main feature almost out of the game. That’s the give-and-go play, the sport’s version
of the hit and run.”6

After WWII, two struggling professional leagues, the Basketball Association of America and the National Basketball League, merged to
form the NBA. “Professional basketball,” such as it was, would still
be unrecognizable to fans today. The NBA featured six money-losing
teams, no shot clock, no three-point line, and was so modest that its
players took summer jobs to just make ends meet.

Except the much vaunted give-and-go wasn’t very effective. Before the
jump shot, the average game saw only 20 to 30 points scored. The
jump shot altered the way the game was played. The jumper freed up
players to invent, to innovate. The game loosened up, no longer constricted by weaves and passing schemes imposed by coaches on the
sidelines. Since then, the average point total of an NBA game has sky-

But competition breeds change. In the case of the NBA, competition
arrived in 1967 in the form of an upstart league, the American Basketball Association (ABA). The brain trust behind the ABA was a ragtag
group of founders and owners whose only common desire seemed to
be owning a professional sports team—in any sport. Basketball was
the cheapest option.

6

The early ABA sought a character to lead the league as commissioner.
George Mikan, a former NBA legend, got the call. Mikan had a few
quirky demands before he agreed to take the helm as league commissioner, though.

Many of the most respected names in basketball today still despise the
three-pointer. Gregg Popovich, coach of the San Antonio Spurs, says
of the three-pointer, “I still hate it. I’ll never embrace it. I don’t think
it’s basketball. I think it’s kind of like a circus sort of thing.”9

For starters, Mikan insisted the ABA use a red, white, and blue ball
instead of the standard brown ball used in the rival NBA. It was easier
to see on TV, he argued.

Just like with the jump shot, sportswriters don’t like the three-point
shot either. Bernie Lincicome of the Chicago Tribune made the case
plain: “The three-point shot was created for people who couldn’t play
basketball. It was made for people who couldn’t grow tall enough,
dribble well enough, drive hard enough or move fast enough. It was
for the last kid picked on the playground.”10

And, importantly, the ABA would have a three-point line. In the
words of coach and commentator Hubie Brown, “The three-point
play forced ABA coaches to be more creative and to give their players more freedom.” To stand apart from the NBA, the ABA needed
creativity.

It’s not just coaches and sportswriters who frown on the use of the
three-ball, it’s still rampant across the league. Using six years of playby-play data, economists showed that trailing teams “shoot three”
while leading teams had the incentive to take a more conservative shot,
especially as the end of the game approached.11 In other words, “shoot-

By all accounts the ABA dazzled fans. The ABA even included its very
own Steph Curry—a shooter named Les Selvage who stood 6’1” and
launched 461 three-point shots during the first season. Unfortunately,
the ABA lasted only from 1967 to 1976. Upon its dissolution, the
NBA absorbed four ABA teams (Indiana, San Antonio, Denver and
New York). Some of the ABA’s best players (and ideas) lived on in the
NBA. Four of the top 10 scorers in the NBA in the season after the
merger were ABA alumni. And within four years of the upstart league
closing its doors, the NBA adopted the three-point shot.

ing the three” was still used as a last-ditch effort.
Curry’s approach, where three-pointers are not used as last ditch, lastkid-picked shots (like Les Selvage), shows the return of going against
the conventional wisdom. Whether or not the strategy becomes an
enduring feature of the NBA we can’t be sure. What we can say is
soon, somewhere a sportswriter will lament its absence if it goes away.

EXPERTS, OWNERS, COACHES AND TRADITION:
“LIVE BY THE THREE, DIE BY THE THREE”

HOW GOOD IDEAS SPREAD: WHAT BASKETBALL
TEACHES US

Despite the adoption of the three-point line, established interests still
opposed its use. Red Auerbach expressed his distaste early on. “I don’t
like the three-point shot,” the legendary Celtics coach said, “It took
some of the control I felt I had on the outcome of the game.”7

As with the jump shot, adoption of the three-point shot was slow
due to entrenched interests, absence of competition and the difficulties of challenging the status quo. The evolution of basketball teaches
us that the experts rarely pick or understand critical turning points.
Even the founders or creators of a game have limited vision for what
may come. Incumbents are often afraid of change, fearing the loss of
control. Rules and the lack of competition stifle innovation.

Eddie Gottlieb, the head of the NBA rules committee, in 1967 remarked: “What is it [adding a three-point line] but an admission that
you are dealing with inferior players who can’t do anything but throw
up long shots? You encourage mediocrity when you give extra credit
to this sort of thing.”8

Innovation itself has many fathers, often working bottom up and toiling in obscurity or facing ridicule for years before—flash—they are
heralded as geniuses. Meanwhile, fans often yearn for bygone eras that
were never quite what they are remembered to be.

DID YOU KNOW?

That’s the story of the rise of the three-point shot.

The first official “basket ball” game was played
in January 1892. It was a low-scoring affair. The
winning team won, 1-0. The winning shot? An
attempt launched from 25 feet away from the
basket.
How appropriate.
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Retail Therapy:

Department Store Woes and the Future of Retail

A

s investors and economists, we maintain a keen interest in the
retail sector. In many developed markets, consumer spending
accounts for the lion’s share of gross domestic product. Though lately,
revolutions in the way consumers find and purchase retail goods have
many worried and others thrilled.

«IT SEEMS NOT A WEEK
PASSES WITHOUT NEWS OF
A BIG BOX DEPARTMENT
STORE SHUTTERING
HUNDREDS OF STORES OR
A MENTION OF PERSISTENT
DECLINES IN FOOT TRAFFIC
AT SUBURBAN MALLS. »

At the heart of the retail refrain has been the struggle of department
stores. It seems not a week passes without news of a big box department store shuttering hundreds of stores or a mention of persistent
declines in foot traffic at suburban malls. Understanding these trends,
and thinking through their implications, has kept our brows furrowed. (See our Did You Know Box on the following page for a loosely
narrated timeline of department stores’ fortunes.)

RETAIL THERAPY SESSION #1: SALES ARE NOT
COMING BACK

Rather than simply join the chorus of those bemoaning brick and
mortar, we thought how we might help. (Who gives more unsolicited
advice than economists?) More than advice, though, we offer up “retail
therapy” to the embattled department stores.

Retail sales at US department stores are at their lowest level in recorded history (stretching back to 1992). To put that in perspective,
sales in May 2016 were 7% lower than in January 1992 (see Figure 1
below). In the face of such top-line difficulty, “the U.S. department
store industry has become increasingly consolidated, with eight department store chains generating approximately 95% of the industry’s
total revenues.”1

As in any proper therapy, our first task was to define the problems.
Once clear on where department stores face troubles, we set out our
best ideas for those retail generals leading the world of physical brick
and mortar into battle in the 21st century.

THE DEPARTMENT OF WORRY:
RETAIL SALES AT DEPARTMENT STORES HAVE BEEN DECLINING SINCE 2000
fig. 1
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DID YOU KNOW?
Dear Diary … A Timeline of One Retailer’s Woes in Journal Form
February 20, 1995: Just thumbed through today’s Newsweek. Got a good laugh out of Cliff Stoll’s “Why the Web
Won't Be Nirvana”: “Business will shift from offices and malls to networks and modems….Baloney. So how come
my local mall does more business in an afternoon than the entire Internet handles in a month? ….The network is
missing a most essential ingredient of capitalism: salespeople.” This guy gets it.
May 15, 1997: What’s all the buzz with this Amazon.com IPO today? An online bookstore’s stock is up 30% on day
one? Give me a break. Imagine if this website tried to sell more than books. Hah!
July 31, 2004: Just cut the ribbon at the grand opening of our 500th store and wrapped up another huge year.
Build, build, build! Sales are up almost 15% in the last year. So proud of the team.
June 8, 2006: Finally got the website up and running. I suppose it can’t hurt in the event there is something to
e-tailing. At the very least it should keep the IT and logistics people busy.
March 2, 2009: Never seen a downturn like this. Where is our customer? Must be at one of those T.J. Maxx, “offprice” options. Those are the only retailers who’ve managed to grow sales over the last year. Waiting for a return
to normalcy …
October 1, 2013: Neiman Marcus just announced permanent free shipping. Thanks, Amazon, for starting a chain
reaction of free shipping. They’ve come a long way since that IPO. This is going to hurt our profit margins.
July 24, 2015: Activist investors are breathing down our collective neck to sell the real estate. How on Earth am I
supposed to triple our rent expense when our business is under immense pressure?
January 3, 2016: Toughest day of my career. We announced thousands of layoffs and a thorough evaluation of our
store base. What is happening to our business?

RETAIL THERAPY SESSION #2: COMPETITION
DOES IT CHEAPER

Cheap prices aren’t the only advantage “off-price” retailers enjoy over
the department stores. The inventory purchasing process is where “offprice” is on point. A former Macy’s Chief Executive once lamented,
“We have to anticipate what our customers don’t have in their closet
but will want in six to nine months.”3

Compared to online retailers such as Amazon and the smaller format “off-price” retailers, overhead costs eat up too much revenue for
department stores to compete effectively (see Figure 2 on next page).

Unlike department stores, which pay high prices for the latest goods,
the “off-price” vendors patiently wait to buy over-produced items at a
much lower price once the brand manufacturer realizes they can’t sell
any more at full price.

In the simplest terms, there is no way to survive as a department store
if you must spend four times more than the best online retailers per
dollar of sales to run your operation. The smaller format “off-price”
competitors and the logistically-savvy, inventory-turning e-commerce
giants can consistently hawk their wares for less on the back of a
cheaper cost structure.

«BY SOME ACCOUNTS,
COMPARABLE DESIGNER
ITEMS SELL FOR NEARLY
30% LESS AT “OFF-PRICE”
STORES THAN THEY DO AT
DEPARTMENT STORES. »

RETAIL THERAPY SESSION #3: HOW TO COMPETE
OFFLINE, “OFF-PRICE” STYLE
Indeed, few department store competitors have had more success than
“off-price” retailers. These smaller format stores, most famously, T.J.
Maxx in the US or T.K. Maxx in Europe, sell designer labels on the
cheap. By some accounts, comparable designer items sell for nearly
30% less at “off-price” stores than they do at department stores.2

With every passing year, department stores take longer and longer to
move their unwanted goods (see Figure 3 on next page). In 2006, de11

partment stores sold enough product to replace inventory once
every three months. Today it takes almost four months. By contrast, T.J. Maxx orders opportunistically throughout the year and
clears its shelves every 57 days.

ANY ROOM OVERHEAD? DEPARTMENT STORES DEDICATE
MORE THAN ¼ OF REVENUE JUST TO KEEPING THE LIGHTS ON

fig. 2

Last 12 months overhead
costs as percent of sales

Channel

RETAIL THERAPY SESSION #4: THE DEPARTMENT STORE RESPONSE
Department stores have taken notice. Macy’s and Kohl’s recently
entered the fray with their “off-price” concepts stores, Backstage
and Off-Aisle. Nordstrom, though, was an early adopter. In 2006
Nordstrom boasted 57 “off-price” Rack locations, compared to
98 full-line department stores. Ten years later, Nordstrom had
nearly quadrupled the number of Rack locations with 202 “offprice” stores. Full Nordstrom department stores in 2016, meanwhile, had only grown to number 121.

Amazon.com

7%

Off-Price*

18%

Department Store**

28%

* Off-price peer group includes Ross, TJX (TJ Maxx & MarshalIs), Stein Mart &
Burlington Coat Factory
**Department store peer group includes Macy's, Kohl's, Nordstrom, Dillard's, Bon-Ton,
JCPenney & Sears

Source: Company Filings

Why? Not only do the smaller format Racks have similar profit
margins as the full-line stores but they are more productive. The
Racks generated sales per square foot of $552 in 2014, 49% higher
than full-line stores! Plus, they are located in lower rent strip and
town centers which charge 25-50% lower rent per square foot than
the expensive malls.4

the overflow from their main stores to their smaller format, more
efficient stores.

RETAIL THERAPY SESSION #5: NEW FLOORS, NEW
WALLS, NEW STORES, NO MALLS
With the virtues of the “off-price” retail business model now well established, our retail therapy must assume a more decidedly speculative tone. The final two therapy sessions involve innovations of the
“bet-the-company” magnitude. If any such novel ideas can be made
to work, the future of brick-and-mortar department store retailing
might once again be bright.

In sum, department stores’ strategy shift towards the “off-price” model
comports with sensible retail strategy in 2016. Even if the department
stores cannot successfully negotiate new agreements with suppliers
to buy excess merchandise for their “off-price” stores or shrink the
ordering lead time for their full-line stores, they can send some of

HOW MANY DAYS DOES IT TAKE DEPARTMENT STORES TO SELL ALL THEIR INVENTORY? NOW MORE THAN EVER
115

Department stores take
more than twice as long
as Amazon to turn
their inventory
(Amazon needs
only 47 days).

Days Needed to Sell Inventory - Department Stores
111
Days Needed To Sell Inventory

fig. 3
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WHAT'S IN STORE FOR THE FUTURE OF RETAIL? HERE ARE TWO EXAMPLES
WithMe's Digitally Integrated Store Experience

Showering With Praise: A Glimpse Into Pirch's Store of the Future

Source: WithMe, Pirch

Take, for instance, WithMe, a retail concept which reimagines how
technology and materials function in a physical space (see Figure 4).
The digitally integrated WithMe concept offers consumers “smart”
walls and store fixtures which collect data on time spent with items
and adjust to customers’ exact location in the store. Rebuilding the
retail box from ground zero, WithMe’s strategy could boost the department stores in their fight for life.

demonstrates the return to excellent customer service for high-end
consumers.
To enhance not only the customer experience, but also the value of
their physical location, Pirch envisions their stores as “showrooms…
designed as a place for guests to ignite inspiration and fuel discovery.”5
The highfalutin language takes shape in the form of in-store cooking classes, design services, and even the ability to shower in the store!
That’s right, all in the name of testing bathroom appliances before
purchasing—few things are worse than inappropriate calibration on
the pressure of your showerhead (see Figure 4).

RETAIL THERAPY SESSION #6: THE HIGH-TOUCH
AND HIGH-END FUTURE
The second vision of the department store of the future is an extrapolation of an existing high-end appliance store, Pirch. As soon as
the automatic glass doors split and air-conditioned air hits the customer’s cheek, he immediately sees a high-end coffee station offering
complimentary espresso. Selling goods which are less comfortably
purchased online, and offering services only available in-store, Pirch

Preliminary results for Pirch are exceptional. Reports peg sales
per square foot at certain locations in excess of $3,000, an amount
matched only by Apple and Tiffany & Co. Pirch’s CEO Jeffery Sears
reports that customers spend an average of two hours and eleven minutes browsing. And so it should come as little surprise that JC Pen13

ney is rolling out the sale of appliances to 500 of its stores this fall.
Although JC Penney has not sold appliances since 1983, the time to
adapt, whether it is successful or in vain, is now for our dear department stores.

SOURCES

«PIRCH REPORTS SALES PER
SQUARE FOOT AT CERTAIN
LOCATIONS IN EXCESS
OF $3,000, AN AMOUNT
MATCHED ONLY BY APPLE
AND TIFFANY & CO. »
RETAIL THERAPY SESSION #7: CHECK-OUT
Department store executives have much to consider. Falling sales and
a business model that is simply too expensive to compete with the “offprice” and e-commerce competitors are not problems likely to fade.6
And the odds of major corporate turnarounds are always long.
However, some options for the heartiest remain. Our survey suggests
department stores’ future might brighten with further integration
of the “off-price” model into the traditional department store model,
implementation of new technology witnessed at a WithMe store, and
a singular focus on in-store service. These ideas, and others like them,
may yet underpin a radical reinvention of the department store in the
21st century.
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